High Tech LED Pen Light

PLED34A

Powered by Energizer® MAX® AAAA batteries, the Energizer® High Tech LED Pen Light features an ultra slim design that easily fits in shirt pockets and backpacks. The shatterproof polycarbonate lens is globe-style for 360° light projection. In addition, the case is made of non-conductive E-glass, making the light suitable for use in electrical applications.

Bright
- White LED delivers 14 lumens
- Focused lens projects concise spot

Long Lasting
- Runs up to 26 hours on one set of batteries
- Momentary switch extends run time
- Twist switch for steady on

Water Resistant
- Meets IEC 60529 IPX4 requirements
- Great for outdoor use

Durable
- Passes 1-meter drop test
- Non-conductive case
- Shatterproof lens
- Sturdy pocket clip

Performance:
- Run Time
  - Continuous until to end of usable light (21°C)
- AAA Battery Type
  - Tested according to ANSI/NEMA FL 1 Standards.

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light

Important Notice
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication
Contents herein do not constitute a warranty
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Designation: Energizer
Model: PLED34A
Color: Black
Power Source: Three "AAAA"
ANSI/NEDA: Series 25A
Lamp: One White LED
Lamp Life (hr): Lifetime
Lamp Output (lumens): 14
Run Time (hours): 26
Beam Distance (m): 16
Peak Beam Intensity (cd): 55
Typical Weight: 40.2 grams
(with alkaline batteries)
Dimensions (mm): 160 x 15